Election Day Quiz:

1. What was your public counter number at 6am?
   Zero (1 point)

2. What section of the election day guide addresses if the wrong ballot is issued on the pollbook?
   7.8. and any sub section, i.e. 7.8.1 (1 point).
   7 (.5 points)

3. True or False: A voter marked inactive means they do not vote very often.
   False. (1 point)
   A voter marked inactive is someone we believe has moved. We mailed them something, and it was likely returned to our office OR we received a change of address notification from USPS. The address is inactive. Not the voter.

4. What is Alex Ovechkin’s number?
   8 (1 point)

5. What was your turnout at noon? R/D split. First 5 who reply get 2 pnts.
   1 or 2 points.
   .5 points if you didn’t give R/D split

6. What is the code section that prohibits voters from voting in both primaries today?
   24.2-530 (1 point)

7. What code section list activities prohibited at polling places?
   24.2-604 (1 point)

8. What code section requires you to audibly repeat the name and address of every voter?
   24.2-643 (1 point)
   24.2-604(c) (. 5 point) This section discusses poll watchers rather than Election Officer duties.
   24.2-643(b) (1.5 points for giving paragraph)

9. Which election(s) in Arlington could Federal Only voters vote in today?
   The Republican Senate Primary. (1 point)
   Federal Only voters are voters who have given up their address in the US and permanently reside overseas. They can still vote in all federal elections. The GOP primary is for a federal office, so it is a federal election. In theory, you should not see them at the polls since they live overseas and would vote absentee. In reality, we
see them all the time because they return without telling us. We had one show up for this election.

10. Who filed to run for the Democratic Primary first?
   Matt de Ferranti. (1 point)
   The candidate that files first for a primary gets the top slot. In the event of a tie, they draw names out of hat.

11. If you do not have any provisional voters today, how many zeros do you have to write on the provisional ballot log(s)?
   76 (1 point)
   38 (.5 points)
   Yes, this seems excessive. We cannot assume that a blank log means that you did not have any provisional voters because sometimes Chiefs forget to complete a log. The zeros to tell there were, in fact, zero ballots issued. Hopefully the State changes this in their form redesign this summer.

   The instruction to write ‘none’ in section 10.4.3 of the Election Day Guide is for the back of the envelope.

12. How many times do ALL election officer need to sign their name on Election Day?
   6. (1 point)
   In the morning: Pink Payroll form, Election Day Oath.
   In the evening: SOR 1, SOR2, Yellow Printed Return Sheet, Box Label 3.